Electric Solar Rate Option
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Norwich, CT 06360
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Rates in effect:
July 1, 2018

www.norwichpublicutilities.com
ELECTRIC SOLAR RATE OPTION

Available to any customer with a photovoltaic resource whose nameplate generating capacity is less than or equal to 10 kilowatts.

RATE:

Customer Charge, Per Month = $8.67  
Excess Energy Sales to Norwich Public Utilities: Reimbursed Monthly*

* Reimbursed at the average monthly Connecticut ISO-NE real time Locational Marginal Price, (RT-LMP) during the corresponding monthly generation period adjusted for system losses. Energy billing shall be performed monthly under the applicable rate, and reimbursements for excess sales to Norwich Public Utilities shall be made during the subsequent month’s billing period under the ESOLAR rate. Total excess energy sales for the month shall be determined by installation of the required meter. Excess energy sales to Norwich Public Utilities will occur any time during the month where energy consumed by the customer is less than the energy generated by the installed photovoltaic resource.

MINIMUM CHARGE: The minimum charge is the customer charge of $8.67 per month.

LATE CHARGE FEE: A penalty charge equal to 1.5% of the unpaid balance compounded monthly is added to all bills not paid within 25 days of the billing date.

EFFECTIVE: For bills rendered on or after July 1, 2018.